Reversal of new, factor-specific oral anticoagulants by rFVIIa, prothrombin complex concentrate and activated prothrombin complex concentrate: a review of animal and human studies.
Recombinant activated factor VII (rFVIIa), prothrombin complex concentrate (PCC) and activated PCC (aPCC) are three non-specific haemostatic agents sometimes employed to reverse new, factor-specific oral anticoagulants. We conducted a review in the literature to compare the abilities of rFVIIa, PCC and aPCC to reverse factor-specific anticoagulants. MEDLINE and EMBASE databases were searched up to Oct 2013. Eleven animal studies and two human trials met predefined inclusion criteria. To account for dosing variations of anticoagulants among studies, data were interpreted based on standards referenced from human trials at therapeutic doses. In animal studies, inconsistencies in the reversal abilities of rFVIIa, PCC and aPCC can be partly attributed to inter-species differences in the affinity among various clotting factors and tissue factors. Moreover, the differences in the affinity between species-specific clotting factors and anticoagulants that were initially designed to inhibit human factor may impose additional obstacles when comparing single factor rFVIIa with agents that contained multiple clotting factors. In the absence of a common clinical indication for the utilization of rFVIIa, PCC and aPCC, it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish an equivalent dose among these haemostatic agents when comparing their effectiveness in reversing factor-specific oral anticoagulants. Human trials were too few and sub-optimally designed to draw definite conclusions. While preclinical studies may hint at a role for these haemostatic agents in reversing the anticoagulant effects of oral, factor-specific anticoagulants, existing trials offer inconclusive evidence to guide a clinical decision among individual agents with respect to potency and thrombosis risk. The mechanistic differences of these hemostatic agents in terms of their interactions with other coagulation factors impose major obstacles for the scientists using animal models to compare the efficacy of these reversal agents.